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Abstract: Cadp is a toolbox for specifying and verifying asynchronous finite-state sys-
tems described using process algebraic languages. It offers a wide range of state-of-the-art
functionalities assisting the user throughout the design process: compilation, rapid proto-
typing, interactive and guided simulation, verification by equivalence/preorder checking and
temporal logic model-checking, and test generation. The languages, models, and verification
techniques used in Cadp have a broad application domain, allowing to deal with communi-
cation protocols, distributed systems, embedded software, mobile telephony, asynchronous
hardware, cryptography, security, human-computer interaction, etc. Cadp is currently used
both in industrial companies and academic institutions for research and teaching purposes.
During the last years, over 50 applications and case-studies performed using Cadp have
been reported.
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Un aperçu de CADP 2001
Résumé : Cadp est une bôıte à outils pour spécifier et vérifier des systèmes d’états finis
asynchrones décrits par des langages de processus algébriques. Cadp offre de nombreuses
fonctionnalités aidant l’utilisateur tout au long du procédé de conception: compilation, pro-
totypage rapide, simulation interactive et guidée, vérification par équivalence, par pré-ordres
et par évaluation de formules de logique temporelle et génération de tests. Les langages,
modèles et techniques de vérification utilisées dans Cadp ont un large champ d’application,
couvrant les protocoles de communication, les systèmes distribués, le logiciel embarqué,
la téléphonie mobile, les circuits asynchrones, la cryptographie, la sécurité, l’interaction
homme-machine, etc. Cadp est utilisé à la fois dans des sociétés industrielles et dans des
institutions académiques à des fins de recherche et d’enseignement. Nous avons dénombré
plus de 50 applications et études de cas réalisées ces dernières années avec Cadp.
Mots-clés : bisimulation – logique temporelle – Lotos – model-checking – spécification
– système de transitions étiquetées – vérification
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1 Introduction
Cadp (the Cæsar/Aldébaran Development Package1) is a toolbox for protocol engineer-
ing, which offers a wide range of functionalities, from interactive simulation to the most
recent formal verification techniques. Cadp is dedicated to the efficient compilation, simu-
lation, formal verification, and testing of descriptions written in the Iso language Lotos [19],
a value passing process algebra. It also accepts other input languages such as finite state
machines and networks of communicating finite state machines.
July 2001 has seen the release of the new version Cadp 2001 “Ottawa”2. Among many
other features, Cadp provides several tools for computing bisimulations (minimizations
and comparisons), several model-checkers for various temporal logics and µ-calculus, and
several verification algorithms including exhaustive verification, on-the-fly verification, sym-
bolic verification using Binary Decision Diagrams, and compositional verification based on
refinement. It contains many improvements and five new tools.
The architecture of Cadp 2001 is displayed in Figure 1 and explained throughout the
paper, which is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the different languages and models
used by the Cadp tools. Section 3 describes the main tools of Cadp. Section 4 presents the
new tools contained in Cadp 2001. Finally, Section 5 gives concluding remarks.
2 Description languages and intermediate models
The Cadp toolbox accepts three different input formalisms, materialized by the three grey
boxes in Figure 1:
  high-level protocol descriptions written in the Iso language Lotos [19]: Cadp contains
two compilers (Cæsar and Cæsar.adt) which translate Lotos descriptions into C
code that can be used for simulation, verification, and testing purposes;
  low-level protocol descriptions specified as Labeled Transition Systems (Ltss, for
short), i.e., finite state machines the transitions of which are labeled by action names;
  intermediate-level networks of communicating Ltss, i.e., finite state machines running
in parallel and synchronizing together by means of rendezvous; these networks can
be expressed in two different formats: Exp (Ltss combined together using Lotos
parallel composition and hiding operators) and Fc2 (Ltss combined together using a
synchronization product).
The latest releases of the Cadp toolbox devote a growing importance to the concept of
intermediate formats and programming interfaces. In the sequel of this section, we present
1Detailed information is available at http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/cadp.
2Cadp 2001 “Ottawa” was named in honor of Professor Luigi Logrippo and his research team at the Uni-
versity of Ottawa, who are actively promoting formal methods, especially Lotos, in the telecommunication
industry.
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Figure 1: Architecture of Cadp 2001 “Ottawa”
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the Open/Cæsar environment, which allows the Cadp tools to be applied to protocol
descriptions written in other languages than Lotos (e.g., µCrl, Sdl, Uml/Rt), and the
Bcg environment, which provides a compact Lts description format together with efficient
and useful tools and libraries.
2.1 The OPEN/CAESAR environment
Open/Cæsar [13] is an extensible, language-independent Application Programming Inter-
face (Api) that allows user-defined programs for simulation, execution, verification (partial,
on-the-fly, etc.), and test generation to be developed in a simple and modular way. Various
modules have already been written in the Open/Cæsar framework, including: Evaluator,
an on-the-fly model-checker (Section 4.2), Ocis, an interactive simulator with X-window in-
terface (Section 4.3), Tgv, a tool for the generation of conformance test suites based on
verification technology (Section 4.5), and many other tools for random execution, deadlock
detection, reachability analysis, sequence searching, abstraction of an Lts w.r.t. an interface,
etc.
Basically, the Open/Cæsar environment offers primitives to transform a system de-
scription into an Lts represented implicitly by its initial state and its successor function.
Then, every tool connected to the Open/Cæsar environment can take the resulting im-
plicit Lts as input. Three languages have access to the Open/Cæsar environment, namely
the Bcg graph format (Section 2.2), the Lotos language, and networks of communicating
automata in the Exp format. Since Open/Cæsar is open and well-documented, users can
easily extend the environment by adding their own modules or connect their own languages
to fit specific needs.
2.2 The BCG graph format and libraries
Bcg (Binary-Coded Graphs) [11] is both a format for the representation of explicit Ltss
and a collection of libraries and programs dealing with this format. Compared to Ascii-
based formats for Ltss, the Bcg format uses a binary representation with compression
techniques resulting in much smaller (up to 20 times) files. Bcg is independent from any
source language but keeps track of the objects (types, functions, variables) defined in the
source programs.
The Bcg format supports tools for drawing Bcg graphs with an automatic layout of
states and transitions, editing the display of Bcg graphs interactively, providing information
about Bcg graphs such as the size of the graph, its number of states and transitions or the list
of its labels, performing conversions between the Bcg format and a dozen of other formats,
hiding and renaming the labels of a graph according to regular expressions, generating
dynamic libraries for Bcg graphs, minimizing graphs according to strong or branching
bisimulation (see the Bcg Min tool, Section 4.1), etc.
Simple application programming interfaces are available to read and to produce a Bcg
graph. Moreover, the Bcg Open tool establishes a gateway between the Bcg format (ex-
plicit Ltss) and the Open/Cæsar environment (implicit Ltss).
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3 Main tools of CADP
The Cadp toolbox contains several tools. In the sequel, we describe the most significant of
these tools.
3.1 The ALDÉBARAN tool for computing bisimulations
Jointly developed by the Vasy team and the Verimag laboratory, Aldébaran [6] is a tool
for verifying communicating systems, represented by Ltss. It allows the reduction of Ltss
modulo various equivalence relations (such as strong bisimulation, observational equivalence,
τ
∗
·a bisimulation, branching bisimulation, safety equivalence, etc.). It also allows to perform
comparison according to strong bisimulation preorder, τ ∗· a preorder, or safety preorder.
The verification algorithms used in Aldébaran are based either on the Paige-Tarjan
algorithm for computing the relational coarsest partition [26], on the “on-the-fly” techniques
proposed by Fernandez-Mounier [7], or on symbolic Lts representations using Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams (Bdds) [3]. Aldébaran has diagnosis capabilities that provide the user with
explanations (counter-example sequences) when two Ltss are found to be not equivalent.
3.2 The CÆSAR compiler
Cæsar [9] is a compiler that translates the behavioral part of a LOTOS specification into
either a C program (to be executed or simulated) or into an Lts.
Cæsar translation algorithms proceed in several steps. First the Lotos description is
translated into a simplified process algebra called SubLotos. Then an intermediate Petri
Net model is generated, which provides a compact, structured and user-readable represen-
tation of both the control and data flow. Eventually the Lts is produced by performing
reachability analysis on the Petri Net.
Cæsar accepts full Lotos with very slight contextual restrictions as regards process
recursion. Despite these restrictions, the subset of Lotos handled by Cæsar is large and
usually sufficient for real-life needs.
The current version of Cæsar allows the generation of large Ltss (some million states)
within a reasonable lapse of time. Moreover, the efficient compiling algorithms of Cæsar
can also be exploited in the framework of the Open/Cæsar environment.
The most recent version of Cæsar provides a functionality called Exec/Cæsar [15] for
C code generation. This C code interfaces with the real world, and can be embedded in
applications. This allows rapid prototyping directly from the Lotos specification.
3.3 The CÆSAR.ADT compiler
Cæsar.adt [10] is a compiler that translates the data part of Lotos specifications into
libraries of C types and functions. Each Lotos sort is translated into an equivalent C type
and each Lotos operation is translated into an equivalent C function (or macro-definition).
INRIA
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Cæsar.adt also generates C functions for comparing and printing abstract data types
values, as well as iterators for the sorts of finite domain.
Cæsar.adt accepts full Lotos with the following (quite natural) restriction, as regards
the data part: constructor operations must be identified; equations are oriented; there is
a decreasing priority between equations; equations between constructors are not allowed.
Also, parameterized types are not compiled (yet).
Cæsar.adt is fast: translation of large programs (several thousands of lines) is usually
achieved in a few seconds. Cæsar.adt can be used in conjunction with Cæsar, but it
can also be used separately to compile and execute efficiently large abstract data types
descriptions.
3.4 The XTL model-checker
Xtl (eXecutable Temporal Language) [23] is a functional-like programming language de-
signed to allow an easy, compact implementation of various temporal logic operators. These
operators are evaluated over an Lts encoded in the Bcg format. Besides the usual prede-
fined types (booleans, integers, etc.), the Xtl language defines special types, such as sets
of states, transitions, and labels of the Lts. It offers primitives to access the informations
contained in states and labels, to obtain the initial state, and to compute the successors
and predecessors of states and transitions. The temporal operators can be easily imple-
mented using these functions together with recursive user-defined functions working with
sets of states and/or transitions of the Lts. A compiler for Xtl has been developed, and
several temporal logics like Hml [18], Ctl [4], Actl [25], and Ltac [28] have been easily
implemented in Xtl.
3.5 The EUCALYPTUS graphical user interface
Eucalyptus [12] is a graphical user interface written in Tcl/Tk that integrates the Cadp
tools in a unified, user-friendly interface. This interface has the name of the project within
which it was developed: the Euro-Canadian project “Eucalyptus”.
Additionally, Eucalyptus integrates complementary software such as the Apero data
type pre-processor for Lotos [27], the Eludo simulator of Lotos descriptions [31], or the
Fc2 tools [1], together with the graphical editor Autograph [29].
4 New tools of CADP 2001
The new release of Cadp contains five new tools: Bcg Min, Evaluator 3.0, Ocis, Svl,
and Tgv.
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4.1 The new BCG MIN tool for computing bisimulations
Jointly developed by the Vasy team and Holger Hermanns (University of Twente), Bcg Min
implements various minimization algorithms for graphs encoded in the Bcg format. It can
be used to minimize “standard” Ltss, as well as “probabilistic” and “stochastic” Ltss, which
may carry respectively probabilistic and stochastic labels and generalize many theoretical
models published in the literature (for instance the Discrete Time Markov Chains and the
Continuous Time Markov Chains).
Compared to former Lts minimization tools (including Aldébaran and Fc2 tools),
Bcg Min only implements two equivalences, namely strong and branching bisimulation.
For these two equivalences, however, it offers compelling advantages:
  Bcg Min can handle larger Ltss, at least larger by an order of magnitude; for in-
stance, the largest Lts reduced so far by Bcg Min has more than 7 million states
and 40 million transitions; according to Prof. Jan Friso Groote [17], Bcg Min is “the
best implementation of the standard (i.e., Groote & Vaandrager [16]) algorithm for
branching bisimulation”;
  Bcg Min uses Bcg as its native format, thus leading to speed improvement, because
Bcg occupies much less disk space than most graph formats;
  Bcg Min is able to print state equivalence classes in a user-friendly way, by relating
the state numbers of the minimized graph to the state numbers of the original graph;
in the case of branching equivalence, the τ -cycles are properly displayed.
4.2 The new EVALUATOR 3.0 model-checker
Evaluator 3.0 [24] is a new version of the Evaluator tool, which performs on-the-fly
verification of regular alternation-free µ-calculus formulas on Ltss represented implicitly
according to the Open/Cæsar Api. Compared to the previous version 2.0 [8], Evaluator
3.0 brings major improvements:
  The input specification language of Evaluator 3.0 is more powerful than the one of
Evaluator 2.0:
– action formulas can contain any combination of boolean operators and basic pred-
icates over transition labels (which can be now given also as Unix regular expres-
sions over character strings);
– regular transition sequences can be succinctly described using regular formulas
built from action formulas and the usual regular expression operators;
– it is also possible to define macro operators parameterized by formulas and to
group them into separate libraries that may be included in the main specification.
INRIA
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  The model-checking algorithm of Evaluator 3.0 uses a new on-the-fly boolean res-
olution algorithm, which has a much better average complexity than the algorithm
used in Evaluator 2.0. It explores less states before deciding the truth value of the
formula, which leads sometimes to dramatic reductions (several orders of magnitude)
of the execution time. Moreover, Evaluator 3.0 has been optimized in order to work
more efficiently when verifying temporal formulas on explicit Ltss encoded as Bcg
files. Due to these optimizations, the memory consumption and the execution time of
Evaluator 3.0 have been reduced by up to 5% and 20%, respectively.
  The diagnostics generated by Evaluator 3.0 are improved [22]. Diagnostics are
portions of Ltss explaining either the satisfaction or the refutation of a formula: if the
formula is false, a diagnostic is a counter-example; if the formula is true, a diagnostic is
an example. In particular, the diagnostics obtained for derived “pure” branching-time
logics like Ctl and Actl fully explain the semantics of their operators. Evaluator
3.0 may also serve to search regular execution sequences in the Lts, by asking for
diagnostics of regular modalities.
Three libraries are also available that encode the operators of the Actl temporal logic
as well as a set of generic temporal property patterns defined by Prof. Matthew Dwyer from
Kansas State University [5].
4.3 The new OCIS interactive graphical simulator
A new interactive, graphical simulator named Ocis (Open/Cæsar Interactive Simulator)
was added to Cadp. Designed to replace the venerable Xsimulator, Ocis enables visual-
ization and error detection during the design phase of systems containing parallelism and
asynchronous communication between tasks. Its main features are:
  visualization of simulation scenarios as execution traces, trees, or Message Sequence
Charts (Mscs),
  manipulation of simulation scenarios, which can be edited, saved as Bcg graphs, and
loaded again during another simulation session,
  manual (step by step) and automatic (pattern-guided) navigation in the system under
simulation,
  source-level debugging, with access to parallel tasks, state variables, etc.
  possibility to modify the source code and to re-compile it without leaving the current
simulation session.
Ocis was designed to be as much as possible language-independent and should therefore
be usable for any specification language or formalism interfaced with the Open/Cæsar Api.
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4.4 The new SVL scripting language
A new tool named Svl (Script Verification Language) [14] was added to Cadp. The Svl
language and its associated compiler target at simplifying and automating the verification
of Lotos programs. Svl behaves as a tool-independent coordination language on top of
the Cadp and Fc2 tools, in the same way as Eucalyptus is a tool-independent graphical
user interface.
Svl offers high-level operators for generation, parallel composition, minimization, label
hiding, label renaming, abstraction, comparison, and model-checking of Ltss. It supports
several methods of verification (e.g., enumerative, compositional, and on-the-fly), which can
be easily combined together.
A compiler for Svl has been developed, which translates an Svl verification scenario
into a Bourne shell script, which will perform all the operations needed to execute the veri-
fication scenario, e.g., invoking verification tools with appropriate options and parameters,
generating intermediate files, etc.
Svl has been used in several case-studies: most of the Cadp demo examples (19 demos
over a total of 29) take advantage of Svl readability and conciseness. In most cases, Svl
allows the user to get rid of Makefiles and shell-scripts as well as many auxiliary files which
are generated automatically from a simple Svl script. Because of its expressiveness and
robustness, Svl subsumes totally the Des2Aut tool [21] used in previous versions of Cadp.
4.5 The new TGV test generator
The latest version of the Tgv (Test Generation based on Verification technology) [20] tool,
jointly developed by the Pampa team of Inria Rennes/Irisa and the Verimag laboratory,
has been integrated into the Cadp toolbox. Tgv is a tool for the automatic generation of
test suites from formal specifications. These test suites are used to assess the conformance
of a protocol implementation with respect to the formal specification of this protocol. Tgv
takes two main inputs:
  a specification of the protocol’s behavior, defined as an implicit Lts using the
Open/Cæsar Api (this Api allows Tgv to be used for various languages: Lotos,
Sdl, Uml/Rt, etc.),
  a test purpose, which selects the subset of the protocol’s behavior to be tested; the
test purpose is defined as an explicit Lts, the states of which are either normal states,
accepting states (i.e., final states characterizing parts of the protocol satisfying the
test purpose), or refusing states (i.e., final states characterizing parts of the behavior
that are irrelevant to the test purpose).
To produce conformance test suites automatically, Tgv applies algorithms coming from
verification technology. Test generation is done “on-the-fly” on the synchronous product
of the specification with the test purpose; this product allows to avoid state explosion by
exploring only the subset of the protocol specification permitted by the test purpose. The
INRIA
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test cases generated by Tgv are Ltss, the transitions of which carry test verdicts such as
“pass”, “fail”, and “inconclusive”.
5 Conclusion
Cadp contains a lot of tools and offers a wide variety of functionalities. Cadp 2001 “Ottawa”
provides several of the best algorithms for simulation and verification. It supports libraries
that make the addition of new tools and the connection to new languages and description
formats extremely modular. It also contains a graphical user interface and a scripting
language that make its use easier for both expert and non-expert users.
Moreover, Cadp is supported, maintained and constantly improved. It is available on
Linux, Solaris, and Windows platforms. It is widely distributed: in June 2001, it had
been licensed to 239 sites and during year 2000, licenses were granted for 770 machines
around the world; from January 1st, to June 26th, 2001, licenses were granted for 797
machines. Additionally, the Cadp tools are integrated into the Web-based, open communi-
cation platform Eti (Electronic Tool Integration Platform) [30, 2].
During the last years, over 50 applications and case-studies performed using Cadp have
been published3, and 10 research tools based upon the Open/Cæsar and Bcg environments
of Cadp have been developed4
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